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The results of an examination of stomach contents of the

leopard lizard, Crotaphytus wislizenii, are presented in the

accompanying table. These lizards were collected during the

last days of May and the first half of June in 1920 and 1921.

They were taken in various localities in Utah from the southern

end of Great Salt Lake to St. George in the extreme Southwest,
thus representing nearly the entire range of the lizards in the

State.

A study of the table shows that this Hzard is entirely insectivorous and

carnivorous. Five of the eighteen had eaten other lizards —one a full-

grown Cnemido'phorus tessellatus! All of the others had taken insects.

Of these, bees and wasps, lepidoptera, largely larvae, beetles, flies and

grasshoppers were most frequently represented. The grains of sand

found in five specimens were likely ingested accidentally in catching

insects. It is significant that not a single specimen contained vegetable

remains.

These results are in accord with the findings of Ruthven in New Mexico

and Arizona' where he found insects and lizards, and in Nevada^ where he

found only insects. They agree also with Taylor's report' of finding a

Sceloporus graciosns and seeing one chasing a cicada; with Richardson* who
writes that "its food consists to some extent of other lizards, for a whole

Cnemidophorus tigris, the tail of another, and a Uia stansburiana were

found in the stomachs examined"; with Camp^ who found a full-grown

gridiron-tailed lizard; with Stejneger* in finding a full-grown Uta stans-

buriana in one specimen and a mature Phrynosovia platyrhinos and
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remnants of C. wislizenii in another; and with Franklin' who reports that

in the Painted Desert of Arizona C. ivislizenii feeds largely upon cicadas.

On one occasion he saw a specimen jump up over two feet and catch a

cicada which was singing in a low greasewood bush. Merriam's statement-

that the "leopard lizard is chiefly a vegetarian" is at variance with these

results.
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